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Abstract
With the development of technology, automated vehicle detection in aerial
surveillance keeps on improving with congestion avoidance, toll collection,
military, police and security and surveillance system. It has become an
important field to study. Different technologies have been proposed and
implemented for detection of vehicles in an aerial view, which covers a large
area. The paper proposes a new idea on vehicle detection based on the
morphological operation. Firstly image is converted into HSV format. HSV
format image is split into three separate channels. Opening and closing
transformation is performed on each channel followed by top hat and bot hat
transformation. In the process, bright and dark objects are segmented by top
hat and bot hat transformation respectively. Segmented results of both
transformations which extracted bright and dark object are added so that none
of the vehicles are left behind. Static noise is removed from the added image.
8- Way connectivity neighboring is performed to group the connected pixel
and is labeled separately to each group. Finally, post-processing operations are
carried out to determine the vehicle. The results of the paper demonstrate very
effective approach in detection of a vehicle on different aerial videos taken
under different camera angles and heights.
Keywords :Vehicle Detection, Morphological transformation, Connected
component labeling.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In Intelligent Transportation System (ITS), vehicle detection has become a very
important field and has invested a huge amount in traffic surveillance system.
Different techniques are proposed in detection of vehicles. Still a lot study is carried
on detection of vehicles. The study has replaced hardware such as sensors etc with
software apart from the camera.
Many different kinds of techniques have been proposed, but very effective and novel
technique has been introduced in this paper. Surveillance of traffic area is leading
nowadays, it is because of rapid increase in the number of vehicles but road area
remains the same causing congestion. Determining the density of the vehicles in the
road and analysis of the surveillance of the video will help a lot in traffic management
systems [1] [2].
The authors of the paper [3] propose an algorithm to detect vehicles based on the rear
view. Rear view parts of the vehicle are considered in determining an object as a
vehicle. Rear parts of the vehicle considered are license plate and rear lamps. Authors
localize license plate and rear lamps of the vehicle in parallel. Once these parts are
localized their spatial relationship is calculated and this is called part based model.
Markov random field is used to combine these parts with their spatial relationship.
Once the parts are combined they determine a vehicle. Kalman filters are used to track
vehicles and stabilize the output.
In the paper [4] authors propose a model on vehicle detection based on hybrid image
template. A template is composed of 50-500 images with various features extracted
from each image. After construction of hybrid image template vehicle detection is
performed in three stages in SUM-MAX procedure. In each step the local image
region with maximal score is computed. Once after the vehicle region is found that
region is removed and moved to identify the next vehicle. The results of the paper
demonstrate detection of all vehicles under certain conditions and also the authors
have considered rear view and side view of the vehicle making the algorithm complex.
The authors of the paper [5] have proposed a work on vehicle detection based on the
morphological operations. Top-hat transformation is performed on the bright
background image. Similarly bot-hat transformation is performed on the dark
background image. The area is considered as a constraint to check whether the
detected object is vehicle or not. The authors have considered area constraint of size
15x15 for a vehicle. The results of the proposed work demonstrate that some
improvements should be taken so that it can work for traffic videos. Motivated by the
above work we have proposed a system that overcomes the problems of the above
work in determining vehicles in the traffic video.
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2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In the paper, we propose an efficient and novel vehicle detection method based on
Morphological operations which preserve the advantages of existing systems and
avoid their defects [2]. The proposed system design is illustrated in Fig 1. The
proposed algorithm is purely based on morphological operations; it extracts frames
from the given video, convert it into HSV format and the channels of the frames are
split into three separate channels.
Each channel is processed separately with the series of morphological operation such
as erosion and dilation succeeded by top hat and bottom hat transformation so that
low level feature like color can be extracted easily. Moving foreground region is
separated from the static noise by using background subtraction. The proposed
algorithm considers shape and size as low level feature and detects grouped object
which results in blob detection followed by post processing such as drawing bounded
rectangle on the detected vehicle. Section II elaborates the proposed vehicle detection
mechanism in detail. Section III comprises of experimental results. Finally,
conclusions and future works are explained in Section IV.
Video

Frame

Separation of Channels

Transformation

Static Noise Removal

Detection of Grouped Pixels

Stop

Fig 1: Flow diagram of the proposed algorithm
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2.1 Separation of Channels

Color is one of the eminent and low level features of a vehicle which varies in
sunlight with respect to the intensity. There are many different types of colour spaces
and systems (ex: RGB, CMYK, YIQ, HSV, HSL etc) are used in detection of vehicle
but the best suited is HSV image format because we can differentiate each color of the
vehicle absolutely. The original RGB image format is converted to the HSV format
where H stands for Hue (H), S for Saturation (S) and V for Value (V) of the color
pixel. The HSV image format is split into three separate channels namely H channel,
S channel and V channel. Working on three separate channels has an advantage of not
losing any of the information of the color pixel. Fig 2 depicts one of the frames from
the original video and its corresponding results after each step are shown in the latter
figures.
2.2 Transformation
Morphology discuss about the shape and structure of all the vehicles. Morphological
transformation gives a relation of the image with another small point set B called
structuring element. The structuring element considered is of size 3*3. The
fundamental morphological operations carried out are erosion and dilation.
2.2.1 Opening and closing transformation
Dilation: - It is operation where vector addition of the input image and structuring
element results in dilation. Let X is the image set and B is the structuring element set.
Every element of set X and every other element of set B are added and the resultant
vector is dilated image set (p). Z2 is a 2- dimensional space. Mathematically dilation
operation is as given below:X  B   p  Z 2 | p  x  b, x  X ; b  B

(1)

Erosion: - It is an operation where set of point's p belongs to 2- dimensional space
such that sum of p and b elements belong to x for every element that b belongs to B.
Small noise blobs are removed during this process and area of the object shrinks.
Mathematical equation for the dilation is as shown below:X

B   p  Z 2 | p b  x;for every b  B

(2)

An opening transformation is defined as performing erosion operation followed by
dilation operation with the same structuring element. Let ‘F’ be the input image and
‘B’ be the structuring element. ‘ ̂ ’ denotes opening operator, ‘ ’ denotes erosion
and ‘  ’ denotes dilation. The opening operation is represented in Equation 3.
F ̂ B = (X

B)  B

(3)

This operation removes the thin connection between the two objects and can be
processed separately as two objects.
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Closing transformation is performed in revere of opening. It is defined as performing
dilation succeeded by erosion with the same structuring element. ‘  ’ indicates
closing operator. The closing operation is represented in Equation 4.
F  B = (X  B) B
(4)
This operation fills the internal noise present in the foreground regions (vehicle area)
and makes the blob or contour free of (hole) noise within them.
2.2.2 Top hat and Bot hat Transformation
Top hat transformation is performed by subtracting the original frame from the
opening operator. The top hat transformation is represented in Equation 5. Let I(x, y)
be the original frame. ‘T’ indicates top hat transformation.
T(x, y) = (F ̂ B) - I(x, y)
(5)
Bot hat transformation is performed by subtracting the closing operator frame from
the original frame. The bot hat transformation is represented in Equation 6. ‘B’
indicates bot hat transformation.
B(x, y) = I(x, y) - (F  B)

(6)

Transformation is performed on each channel separately. After the transformation
method, channels are merged and further processed. The result of the top hat
transformation is shown in the Fig 3 and Fig 4 below. Bright objects are extracted
from top hat transformation similarly dark objects are extracted from bot hat
transformation

Fig 2: Original input frame of video sequence 1
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Fig 3: Bot hat and Top hat transformation results of Fig 2

Fig 4: Bot hat and Top hat transformation results of video sequence 2

2.3 Background Subtraction
Moving foreground objects are isolated from the static noisy in the background. In
order to remove static noise background subtraction is performed [7] & [8]. It
performs frame by frame subtraction which results in the removal of static noise in the
video. The objects are segmented using Gaussian mixture model of background
subtraction method. The proposed system extracts the foreground region by
background subtraction which gives the region where the vehicle exists in the scene.
Before removing noise, results of top and bot hat transformation should be merged.
After subtraction, the vehicles are left behind in the scene Fig 5 depicts the statement.
Compare Fig 5 and Fig 2 none of the vehicles are left behind un-segmented. Fig 5
shows the result of foreground object extraction.
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Fig 5: Result after noise removal of video sequence 1

2.4 Connected Component Labeling
Grouped pixels together are called as blob and are detected by using 8- way
connectivity. In this method the pixels are scanned across the background subtracted
image (left to right and top to bottom) and each pixel is checked with its eight
neighboring pixels, if the input pixel is connected with its neighboring pixel then it
checks for the label of that pixel if the neighboring foreground pixel is already labeled,
then it assigns the same label to the current pixel and if the neighboring pixel do not
have any label then it assigns unique label to the current pixel. If none of the
neighboring pixels are found near the current frame then an unique id is labeled to the
current pixel [9] & [10] This process is carried out till it reaches the last pixel of the
frame. Fig 6 depicts blob detection algorithm. Consider an image of 8X8 as shown in
the figure below, which consist of three objects which are uniquely labeled as L1, L2
and L3. Gray color indicates the foreground pixel .i.e. ‘1’ and white color denotes
background pixel i.e. ‘0’. Fig 7 depicts blob detection and each blob is colored with
different color.

Fig 6: Grouping of neighboring pixels
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Fig 7: Results of Grouping
Since the grouped object identified has irregular shape convex hull is used to define a
regular shape. It considers the exterior points of the blob and polygon shape is defined
to each object.
2.5 Post Processing
Area of each blob is calculated so that the small noise region can be removed from the
region causing false detection. A bounding box is draw across each blob to determine
that the identified object is a vehicle.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental results demonstrate the proposed method is powerful to detect vehicles
in the traffic videos. The model processes three separate channels that are split from
the original image. Different transformations are carried out on each channel to
segment the vehicle area as explained in the methodology. Standard video is used to
check the perfection of the algorithm and results of it shows how well the proposed
system has worked. The Proposed Method is not complex and is time effective which
can process approx 20 fps. The hardware used for the algorithm is Intel core 2Duo
CPU with 2.93 G Hz and 3 GB RAM.
The proposed algorithm is time effective and can be used for real time applications
like counting the number of vehicles running in each lane. The results of the proposed
system are shown in Fig 8-12. Random frames are picked from the video sequence.
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Fig 8: Frame 1

Fig 9: Frame 2

Fig 10: Frame 3

Fig 11: Frame 4

Fig 12: Frame 5

Fig 13: Frame 6
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Multiple videos were considered for the test and the results of the algorithm are good
as shown in Fig 8-13. The frame rate of the video considered is 25, 24 and 15 frames
per second (fps). In Fig 8 to 13 all vehicle are detected. In Fig 12 all the vehicles are
detected but two vehicles are grouped as one because they are too close enough to
each other and this stays for only few frames. A thin pixel line connection between
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these two objects makes it as one object because of the connected component labeling
technique.
Table 1: Tabular representation of results of Video frames
Scene

TP

FP

FN

Correctness Completeness

Quality

Frame 1

8

0

0

100

100

100

Frame 2

5

0

0

100

100

100

Frame 3

10

0

0

100

100

100

Frame 4

7

0

1

100

100

100

Frame 5

5

0

0

100

100

100

Frame 6

5

0

0

100

83.33

83.33

Total

30

0

1

100

97.22

97.22

The tabular representation of vehicle detection result is shown in Table 1. The
detection results are evaluated by proposed system and manually. Wiedemann [11] [12]
has proposed three categories to evaluate the detection results and they are correctness,
completeness and quality. These parameters are defined in equation [7] [8] and [9].
Some of the parameters used to measure correctness, completeness and quality of the
system are as follows
1. True Positive (TP): The number of correctly detected true vehicles.
2. False Positive (FP): The number of correctly detected false vehicles.
3. False Negative (FN): The number of vehicles that are not detected.
Correctess 

TP
*100 %
TP  FP

Completeness 

(7)

TP
*100 %
TP  FN

(8)
Quality 

TP
*100 %
TP  FP  FN

(9)

Comparative Study
In the field of traffic surveillance with respect to works carried out so far, the paper [3,
5, and 10] is referred. Vehicle detection algorithms are proposed in these papers.
However, in our paper, an efficient algorithm is proposed, which detects all the
vehicles thus making detection much more accurate as shown in the Table 2. The
proposed algorithms in the paper’s showed maximum success rate of 92% for vehicle
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detection. We claim to have an average detection rate of 94% when checked with
different videos, which is much better than these papers. The number of vehicles
running in an each lane can be defined by drawing a virtual line across the lane as
shown in the Fig 14. The centroid of the vehicle comes in contact with this virtual line
the counter in incremented.
Table 2: Comparative analysis with different algorithms
Sl. No. Algorithm
1
Rear-View Vehicle Detection and Tracking by
Combining Multiple Parts for Complex Urban
Surveillance[5]
2
Morphological operation[3]
3
Detection and Motion Analysis in, LowAltitude Airborne Video[10]
4
Proposed Algorithm

Accuracy (%)
92

Time
Day

91.57
89

Day
Day

94

Day

Fig 14: Vehicle Count

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The proposed algorithm provides an efficient and novel methodology for vehicle
detection in aerial surveillance without assuming any details of camera heights, views
and vehicle sizes. The Proposed algorithm has less computation complexity which
increases the efficiency of the algorithm. The experimental result illustrates flexibility
and accuracy of the proposed algorithm on different aerial videos taken under
different camera angles and heights. The proposed method can be extended to perform
tracking on the detected vehicle which stabilizes the results.
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